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Licensing Free Choice Items in Hostile Environments:
The Role of Aspect and Mood

1. Introduction

It is a well-established fact that Free Choice Items (FCI) are typically licensed
in modal and generic contexts,r as in the English examples in ( 1 ) featuring FC
any.

(1) a. Any student could solve that problem
b. Any owl hunts mice

At the same time, it has been established that free choice readings are
incompatible with episodic tenses, as illustrated in (2).

*John talked to any woman
*Any man didn't eat dinne¡
*Any woman contributed to the fund

However, some legitimate occurrences ofFCIs in episodic contexts have been
observed in English, as in the sentences under (3).2

John talked to any woman who came up to him
Any man who saw the fly in the food didn't eat dinner
Any woman who heard the news contributed to the fund

' This article is based on part of the material in Quer (1998: Chapter 4), which was
presented to the audience ofthe 1 999 SKY Symposium "The Relation between Syntax and
Semantics in the Analysis of Linguistic Structu¡e". For comments, criticism and
suggestions, I would like to thank Anastasia Giannakidou, Anikó Liptrik and Ildiko Tóth,
as well as two anonymous refe¡ees. This research has partly been made possible through
projects fi.rnded by the Spanish Ministerio de Educación y Cultura (PB96-1199-C04-02),
and the Generalitat de Catalunya (CREL 99 and 1999SGR001 13), as well as a travel grant
from UAB-CIRIT. On the issue of FClJicensing, see for instance Carlson (1981), Dayal
(1998), Kadmon & Landman (1993) for English, Giannakidou (1997a,b, c,1998,1999,
2000) for Greek, Bosque ( I 999) for Spanish and Quer ( I 998, 1 999) for Catalan.
2 These examples are borrowed from Dayal (1995b).
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In this paper I offer a detailed discussion ofsuch legitimate cases ofFCIs
in unexpected environments on the basis ofan analysis ofthe corresponding

Catalan data. Relying on disambiguating parallel evidence in this language,

I argue that the cases such as (3) where FC any is apparently licensed by the

presence of a relative clause (RC) do constitute modal contexts in that they

involve the quantificational interpretation tied to charactetizing sentences in
the past, whereby a habitual or generic operator quantifies over worlds or

situations (see Krifka et al. 1995). In English, simple past morphology is

ambiguous between perfective and imperfective readings, which blurs the

distinction between episodic sentences on the one hand and
generic/characterizing sentences, on the other. I show that such aspectual

distinctions play a decisive role and that only non-episodic sentences allow for
felicitous occurrences ofFCIs, as is expected ifquantificational readings are

at stake. Catalandisplays such aspectual contrast overtly in the past tense and

thus provides the empirical clue to disentangle the licensing problem posed by

English FC any.3

The main claim is that cases like (3) are examples of conditional-like
sentences that get interpreted by means oftripartite structures headed by a
generic or habitual operator. The FCI modified by the RC contributes the

antecedent/restrictor of that operator. They are modal contexts in that we have

quantification over worlds or situations. Most of the instances of FCIs in

affirmative episodic statements which are discussed in the literature will be

identified here as charucterizingsentences in the past, thus being amenable to

the conditional interpretation associated with generic/characterizing

statements.
Moreover, I argue that only a subset ofthose instances constitute genuine

examples of FCI licensing in an episodic context. Under the same

generalization another set ofdata has been included that cannot be reduced to

exactly the same accountjust sketched, because the main predication is really

episodic. It features sentences like (4).4

(4) At the end ofhis speech, the president thanked any soldier who had fought in the

gulf war

3 I will not deal with the characterization ofPolarity SensitiveÂ.IegatlvePolarity ltem any

in English, as I will be concentrating exclusively on FC readings ofany and on unambigous

FCIsìn Catalan. For discussion on the unitary/dual analysis of English any, see the

references in footnote l, and Horn (1996).
a Example borrowed from Dayal (1998).
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Although the explanation of this type of FC licensing is apparently less
straightforward, I show that it is related to modality in the sense that the
domain of the individuals denoted by the subtrigged any Determiner Phrase
(DP) is def,rned in a different model than the default one where the main
clause is evaluated. Catalan marks this overtly with subjunctive morphology
on the verb in the relative clause, English solely with any. Subjunctive simply
signals the introduction of a different model for the evaluation of the nominal
description at hand. It is forcefully shown that (3) and (4) constitute different
cases ofFCl-licensing that have been lumped together due to the fact that the
discussion has remained limited to English.

2. Bacþround: Dayal (1995, 1998) on FC Subtrigging

It has been sometimes observed in the literature that FC any in English
occasionally appears in non-modal contexts (LeGrand 1975, Davison 1980,
Carlson 1981, Dayal 1995, 1998). Characteristically, those cases involve
modif,rcation of the any DP by a RC, as we saw in (3) above.s LeGrand (197 5)
discussed this sort ofexamples under the term 'subtrigging'.

Dayal (1995b: 74) points out that subtrigged any cleaily has a FC
reading, as it passes Horn's (1972) and Carlson's ( 1981) diagnostics oftaking
modifiers that are compatible with universal quantifiers, i.e. modification with
almost/absolutely and exception phrases.6 This is illustrated in (5).

(5) a. John talked to almost/absolutely any woman who came up to him
b. John talked to any woman who came up to him except Sue

Taking into account this piece of empirical evidence, Dayal (1995b)
proposes a comprehensive account of English any (bofh FC and Polarity
Sensitive) as an inherently modal particle that signals lack of commitment to
the existence of individuals instantiating a specific property. Any would
indicate that quantihcation is over possible instantiations of nominalized
properties, as opposed to quantification over actual individuals. Under this
view, the exclusion of any from non-negative and non-modal contexts would
be readily explained, as they entail the existence ofthe referent of the nominal
description.

5 The English data in this section is bonowed from Dayal (1995b).
6 Hom (1996) demonstrates that these tests do not consistently single out universal
quantifiers as a class, so they carurot be used as an argument in favour ofthe universal
status of FCIs.
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Dayal's (l 195b) account imposes a semantic constraint and a pragmatic

constraint on the occurrence of any: non-existence and cOntextual vagueness.

The semantic constraint ofnon-existence establishes that an occurrence ofan
anyDP in a statement j is licit if it does not entail that there exist individuals

that veriff j, irrespective of the fact that there might be particular situations

including individuals that do so. The pragmatic constraint of contextual

vagueness states that any is only appropriate in contexts where the speaker

cannot identiff the individual or individuals that verify j.
According to Dayal, FC subtrigging in non-modal contexts overrides

these constraints by vinue ofthe addition ofa property-loaded relative clause

that opens up the possibility of having an empty subset of the individuals

denoted by the head noun. This is the way the FCI satisfies its licensing

requirements despite the fact that it appears in a non-modal episodic context.

Dayal (1998) modifies her initial approach and abandons the unified
account of English any. She defends that FC any is a generic universal

determiner whose domain of quantification is not a set of particular

individuals but the set of possible individuals of the relevant kind. According

to her, a FC any phrase can be seen as having a universal quantifier binding

the situation variable of the common noun' In this version, she drops the

requirement of non-existence, but maintains the one about contextual

vagueness.
Dayal extensively discusses two chafacteristics which are tightly linked

to the licensing of subtrigged arry, but at the same time can be seen as

arguments for the proposed licensing condition for FC any. Firstly, the RC

thãt renders its appearance possible must have an essential, property-loaded

reading. Actually, Dayal's characlerization of this reading is reducible to an

attributive-only one, the one that crucially surfaces in -ever free relatives in

English (cf. Dayal 1995a, 1997): unlike referential interpretations, an

attrìbutive reading picks out an individual that can vary from world to world

as long as it meets the descriptive condition on the variable (see Donnellan

1966).I1. is easy to see that in a sentence like (3a) containing subtrigged any

we can replace the latter with an -ever free relative, as in (6). Free relatives of
this type yield an attributive-only interpretation'

(6) John talked to whichever woman came up to him

The FC reading ofthe free relative in (6) can be argued to basically be the

same as the subtrigged anyDP in (3a).
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b.
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Secondly, Dayal shows that iterability ofthe main eventuality favours the
licensing of subtrigged any because it supports contextual vagueness. If the
iteration of the main event seems implausible or impossible, subtrigged any
turns out to be excluded, as attested in the examples under (7): in the
unmarked situtation, s/þ involves a once-only eventuality (7a), and the
progressive applies to a single event (7b).

*John slipped in front ofanyone who was there
*At 4 p.m. I saw John lecturing to anyone who was near him

These two important factors for the licensing of subtrigged any clearly
point to the altemative conclusion I would like to argue for next: the
supposedly non-modal contexts where subtrigged FC any is altested are
actually modal by virtue of their status as conditional-like, past habitual
sentences.

3. FCIs in Past Characterizing Statements

The hypothesis I would like to defend is that the instances of allegedly
episodic environments where subtrigged FC is felicitous do actually involve
modal readings. In this type of contexts, it will be argued that FCIs are
interpreted attributively in the worlds or situations quantified over by the
operator heading a tripartite structure. The FC DP (namely, the FCI and the
RC that modifies it) receives an attributive-only interpretation and it
contributes the restriction ofthe sentential operator. For an example like (3a)
this would mean that the main past predication is not episodic, but rather
habitual, and we would get a simplified logical form along the lines of (8),
which features a habituality operator HAB that is restricted by the descriptive
content of the FC and its relative modifier. For reasons of simplicity I ignore
here the complications derived from the introduction of temporal operators.
The prose corresponding to (8) would be the following: 'It was habitually the
case that situations in which a woman approached John extended into other
situations in which he talked to her.'7

(8) HABs, s' Iwoman (x, s) & approach (x, j, s)] [talk-to (i, x, s') ]

7 In this representation I choose quantification over situations rather than over worlds, but
nothing crucial hinges on this decision for the current discussion. There might be
signi{icant consequences ofthis choice, though. I put the issue aside here.
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Given this representation we can readily understand a constellation of
observations about subtrigged FC statements: the conditional reading ascribed

to relatives modifying FCIs in Quer (1998),8 the dependency between matrix

and embedded predication noted by Tovena &. Jayez (1998), as well as the

essential nature ofthe description diagnosed in Dayal (1995b, 1998). In such

a tripartite structure representation of the quantif,rcational statement, the

subtrìgged FC and its RC modifier contribute decisively to restrict the

situations the operator quantifies over, yielding a conditional-like reading that

establishes an Jssential link between the main and the subordinate predications

through quantification.
Èrom this analysis it follows that if the main eventuality cannot be

quantified over, as with single-eventuality predicates or the progressive in (7),

tire quantificational, conditional-like interpretation (and subtrigging ofcourse)

is exìluded. The rwo factors Dayal (1995b) links to the licensing of subtrigged

any are explained automatically in this altemative account without stipulations

or extra machinery.e
Norice that in (s) I am assuming that FCIs are Heimian indefinites, and

not universals, unlike Dayal. In this I follow Giannakidou (1997b, 1998,

1999), who makes the explicit claim that lexical FCIs like Catalan qualsevol,

lÍ.aIian qualsiasi or Greek opjosdhípote are indefrnites with the peculiarity that

they leiically encode attributivity and unlike regular indefinites, they cannot

be interpreted in a specihc/referential fashion. FC readings are thus conceived

of as attributive-oñly, where "attributive" is understood in the sense of
Donnellan (1966). Inherent attributivity will be only satisfied in contexts that

guarantee variation in the DP denotation.

Strong support for the view that subtrigging hinges on conditio¡al-like

interpretatún 
"órne, 

fro- the empirical 
"uid"n"" 

provided by Catalan.r0 In

this language past morphology distinguishes between perfective and

imperfecìive asiect. Nexi to this, there exist lexical items like qualsevol
,any(one¡' characterized exclusively as FC. Whereas FCIs are excluded from

pasi àpisodic sentences marked with perfective aspect, they are licensed in

past ciraracterizing sentences that display past imperfective aspect.rr Hence,

s Davison (1980) also established the connection, but did not develop it'
e In additiàn, sée Giannakidou (2000) for a criticism of Dayal's choice of contextual

vagueness as the licensing condition for FCIs'
ro õpanish pattems the same way, but I will offer the relevant evidence in Catalan.

" If ir i-po.t-t to point out here that Catalan perfect does not align with past perfective

tense as iar as the episodicity property is concerned: the perfect can naturally appear in

subtrigging cases sùch as (i) anã (ii), featuring a subtrigged free choice item and a
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as counteryarts to the English sentences in (3) we have two options: the choice
of past perfective in the matrix yields an ungrammatical result (9a)-( I la), but
past imperfective gives an impeccable sentence (9b)-(l1b). The presence of
the RC in the (a) cases does not have any impact on the licensing of the FCI,
so subtrigging is surprisingly blocked. By contrast, in the (b) instances the FCI
occurs felicitously even if the RC modifier is absent, which suggests that
subtrigging by a RC might be an epiphenomenon.''

(e) a, *(A mitjanit) va parlar amb qualsevol dona (que se li apropés)
at midnight AUX.3SG to-talk with any woman that REFL him/her
approach.SUB.PSZJSG
('At midnight s/he talked (PERFECTIVE) to any woman who approached
her/him.')'l

subtrigged subjunctive free relative, respectively

(i) {Sovinlsempre/normalment} ha convidat qualsevol que li {hagi/ha} agradat
often/always/normally have.PRS.3SG invited anyone that him
have. (S UB/IN D). P RS. 3 SG pl e ased
'S/he has often/always/normally invited whoever s/tre liked (SUB/IND).'

(ii) { Sovint/sempre/normalment} ha convidat qui li {hagiÆra} agradat
often/always/normally have.PRS.3SG invited who him have.(SUB/IND).PRS.-1SG
pleased
'S/he has often/always/normally invited whoever s/he liked (SUB/IND).'

Notice that the Q-adverbs are interpreted quantifìcationally in these examples and that
the relevant interpretation is a conditional one such as the one in (iii):

(iiÐ Si algú li ha agradat, {sovinlsempre/normalment} I'ha convidat
if someone to-him have.lND.PRS..tSG pleased often/always/normally him-
have.PRS.3SG invited
'If s,tre liked someone, s/he has often/always/normally invited him.'

This is only possible under the experiential reading ofthe perfect and it requires the
presence of a Q-adverb, at least wit¡ non-stative predicates (on the perfect, see McCawley
1971,1993, Mittwoch 1988, or Iatridou et al. 1999, among others). If this requirement is
not met, the perfect creates an episodic context, thus excluding FCIs.

'2 At this point it is not clear to me why removing the RC from (10b) makes the sentence
a bit more ma¡ked than the other examples. Still, such a change does not lead to
ungrammaticality.
13 In order to facilitate the understanding of the Catalan data, I provide the English
equivalent of the ungrammatical examples between brackets.
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Parlava amb qualsevol dona (que se li apropés)

talk.IMPF.3SG with anywoman that REFL him/her approach.SUB.PST.3SG
'S/he talked (IMPERFECTIVE) to any woman who approached her/him.'

*Qualsevol client (que veiés una mosca a la sopa) no va començar a

menjar en aquell moment
any clìent that see.SUB.PSZiSG afly in the soup not AUX.3SG to-starÍ to-

eal at that moment
('Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't start eating (PERFECTIVE)

at that moment.')

Qualsevol client ?(que veiés una mosca a la sopa) no se la menjava

any client rhat see.SIlB.PST.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it eat.IMPF.3SG

'Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't eat (IMPERFECTIVE) it''

*Qualsevol dona (que sentís la notícia) va contribuir a la campanya

en aquell mateix moment
any woman that hear.SUB.PST.3SG the news AUX 3SG to-contribute to the

campaign at îhat same moment
('Any woman who heard the news contributed (PERFECTIVE) to the

campaign at that very same moment.')

b. Qualsevol dona (que sentís la notícia) contribuïa a la campanya

ooy *o.o, that hear.SUB.PST 3SG the news contribute'IMPF'3SG to the

camPaign
'Any woman who heard the news contributed (IMPERFECTIVE) to the

campaign.'

The grammatical versions in (9b)-(l1b) display the conditional readings

we have discussed above: the conditional sentences in (12)-(1a) constitute a

close paraphrase of the examples (9b)-( I I b), respectively.

( 1 2) Si se li apropava una dona, hi parlava

if REFL him/her approach.IMPF.3SG a woman CL talk IMPF.3SG

'If a woman approached herÆrim, s/he talked to her''

(13) Si un client veia una mosca a la sopa, no se la menjava

if a client see.IMPF.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it eat-IMPF.3SG

'lfa client saw a fly in the soup, he didn't eat it.'

( 1 4) Si una dona sentia la notícia, contribuïa a la campanya

if a woman hear.IMPF.3SG the news contribute.IMPF.3SG to the campaign

'If a woman heard the news, she contributed to the campaign.'
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In addition, the Catalan grammatical counterparts to the English cases of
subtriggedany in (9b)-(1 lb) are equivalentto subjunctive free relatives, which
in Quer (1998, 1999) are shown to yield a free choice, attributive-only
reading. The relevant examples are (15)-(17). Interestingly, they are also
closely paraphrased by conditionals like the ones under (12)-(14).

(15) Parlava amb qui se li apropés
talk IMPF.3SG with who REFL him/her approach.SUB.PST.3SG
'S/he talked to whoever approached her/him.'

(16) Qui veiés una mosca a la sopa no se la menjava
who see.SUB.PST.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it eat.IMPF.3SG
'Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(17) Qui sentís la notícia contribuïã a la campanya
who hear.SUB.PST.3SG the news contribute.lMPF.3SG to the campaign
'Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.'

Just like the cases of subtrigged FCIs examined above, the choice of episodic
past in the main clause leads to ungrammaticality because the variation
required for the free choice reading of the subjunctive free relative is not
supported, as it involves a single event existentially quantified over. This is
illustrated in ( I 8)-(20), corresponding to ( I 5)-( I 7).

(l 8) *Va parlar amb qui se li apropés
AUX. 3SG to-talk with who REFL him/her approach.SUB. pST. 3SG
('S/he talked to whoever approached her/him.')

(19) *Qui veiés una mosca a la sopa no se la va menjar
who see.SUB.PST.3SG afly in the soup not REFL it AUX.3SG to-eat
('Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.')

(20) *Qui sentís la notícia va contribuir a la campanya
who hear.SUB.PSZiSG the news AUX.3SG to-contribute to the campaign
('Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.')

One might be lead to think that subjunctive mood is a precondition for
the licensing of this subset of subtrigged FCIs, but in fact the Catalan
counterparts to the English cases of subtrigged any in (9b)-( I I b) are equally
grammatical ifthe RCs modifying the FCIs take the indicative (see(21)-(23)).
Further supporting the parallelism between these cases and free relatives in
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this type ofcontext, the free relatives in question can be in the indicative as

well (see (24)-(26)).

(2 1 ) Parlava amb qualsevol dona que se li apropava

tatk.lMPF.3SG with any woman that REFL him/her approach'IMPF'3SG

'S/he talked to any woman who approached her/him.'

(22) Qualsevol client que veia una mosca a la sopa no se la menjava

any client that see.IMPF.3SG aJly in the soup not REFL it eat.IMPF'3SG

'Any client who saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(23) Qualsevol dona que sentia la notícia cont¡ibuïa a la campanya

ony woman that hear.IMPF.3SG the news contribute.lMPF.3SG to the campaign

'Any woman who heard the news contributed to the campaign"

(24) Parlava amb qui se li aproPava

tatk. IMP F. 3SG with who REFL hím/her approach-IMPF. 3SG

'S/he talked to whoever approached her/him.'

(25) Qui veia una mosca a la sopa no se la menjava' 
who see.lMPF.3SG aJly in the soup not REFL it eat.lMPF'3SG

'Whoever saw a fly in the soup didn't eat it.'

(26) Qui sentia la notícia contribuia a la campanya

who hear.IMPF.3SG the news contribute.IMPF.3SG to the campaign

'Whoever heard the news contributed to the campaign.'

The role of aspect becomes decisive not only in the main predication, but

also within the RC associated with the subtrigging cases. FC subtrigging is

predicted to be impossible if the FCI is modified by a RC in an episodic.tense,

ihich precludes attributive interpretation. The grammaticality contrastin(27)

clearlyshows that this is indeed the case. If a free relative counterpart contains

an episodic tense in the indicative as in (28b) it is grammatical, tut the

condìtional interpretation present in (28a) disappears and only a referential

one is obtained, ior in such a situation attributivity cannot be satisfìed.

(27) a. La Iona li somreia a qualsevol que li {feia/fes} ganyotes

the lona her/him smíle'IMPF.3SG to anyone

make. (IN D. I MP F/SU B. P ST). 3 SG grimac es

'Iona smiled at anyone who made (IND/SUB) faces to her''

that her
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b. *La Iona li somreia a qualsevol que li va fer ganyotes el dia abans
the lona her/him smile.IMPF.3SG to anyone that her AUX.3SG to-make
grimaces the before day
('Iona was smiling at anyone who made faces to her the day before.')

(28) a. La Iona li somreia a qui li {feia/fes} ganyotes
the lona her/him smile. IMP F. 3SG to who her makz. (IN D. IMP F/SUB. PST). 3 SG
grimaces
'Iona smiled at whoever made (IND/SUB) faces to her.'

b. La Iona li somreia a qui li va fer ganyotes el dia abans

the lona her/him smile.IMPF.3SG to who her AUX.3SG to-make grimaces the
before day
'Iona was smiling at the one who made faces to her the day before.'

On the basis of all this evidence, we can safely conclude that the typical
cases of licensing of subtrigged FC examined thus far do involve modal
contexts, namely characterizing sentences in the past with conditional-like
interpretation: the FCI, together with the RC, provides the restrictor of the
relevant sentential operator, which satisfies the inherent requirement of
attributivity imposed by the FC description. This view also provides us with
an explanation for a further observation about subtrigged free choice that to
my knowledge has remained unnoticed so far: in all of the cases there is a
strict temporal ordering between the embedded eventuality expressed by the
relative and the matrix eventuality, the former being always anterior to or
simultaneous with the latter.ra This can be straightforwardly derived from the
sequencing ofthe eventualities imposed between antecedent and consequent
by the conditional-like structure proposed here as a basic ingredient ofthe
analysis.

From the perspective developed here, one would expect thatFC any
could be licensed in English in past sentences even in the absence of a RC,
provided the imperfective reading of the past is made prominent. I think that
the contrast in (29) confiÍns this prediction: the choice of temporal adjunct
(durative vs. punctual) favours one or the other aspectual interpretation
(imperfective in(29a) vs. perfective in (29b)), thus facilitating the licensing
of FC any in one case but making it impossible in the other.

(29) a. During his youth, Paul talked to any stranger without embarrassment

14 This observation holds for non-stative predications, ofcourse, as stative ones allow for
temporal overlap.



The partial conclusion we reach after the examination of these instances

of subtrigged FC is that the licensing ofthe subtrigged FCI cases does not

really depend on RC modifrcation, but rather on a non-episodic reading that

involves quantification over worlds or situations.

4. FCI in Episodic Statements

There is, however, one sort of subtrigged any menfioned at the outset that

cannot be readily reduced to the account sketched so far. It is represented by

examples like (4), repeated here for convenience.

(30) At the end ofhis speech, the president thanked any soldier who had fought in the war

It does not seem plausible to argue that in (30) subtrigging is licensed by the

imperfectivity ofthe past tense, for the relevant reading ofthe matrix sentence

involves a single eventuality of expressing gratitude. In addition, a similar

kind of example in Catalan requires perfective past on the main predicate, but

a FCI modified by a subjunctive relative is well-formed, as shown in (31)'

(3 1 ) Van felicitar qualsevol voluntari que hagués participat en l'operació de rescat

AIJX.32L to-iongratulate any volunteer that have.SUB.PST.3SG participated ín

the-operation of rescue
.They congratu-lated any volunteer that had (SUB) taken part in the rescue operation.'

I would like to claim that this type of example constitutes the genuine case of
subtrigging, in that the presence of the RC is indeed crucial for the licensing

of tne f'Ct-. Observe that, unlike in examples like (29a), removing the RC

invariably leads to ungrammaticality, as in (32).
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b. *Yesterday at midnight Paul invited any strangerto his party without
embarrassment

(32) *Yan enaltir qualsevol volunta¡i
AUX.3PL to-praise any volunteer
('They praised any volunteer.')

In addition, in this kind of subtrigging the choice of mood turns out to be

decisive, in contrast with the other alleged instances of subtrigged FC

discussed so far: only subjunctive is licit, as demonstrated by the

ungrammaticality of (33), where the sole modification with respect to (3 I ) is
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the mood morphology of the embedded predicate, which has been turned to
the indicative.

(33) *Van felicitar qualsevol voluntari que havia participat en I'operació de rescat
AUX.3PL to-congratulate any volunteer that have.IND.IMPF.3SG participated in
the-operatíon of rescue
('They congratulated any volunteer that had (IND) taken part in the rescue
operation.')

Therefore, genericity/habituality has to be eliminated as a possible licensing
factor for the FCI. I propose that the key to the interpretation ofthese facts has

to be sought in the obligatoriness ofsubjunctive.
In accordance with the view developed in Quer (1998), mood shift to

subjunctive should flag a change in model of evaluation of a clause (model
shift). It seems unquestionable that the main sentence in (31) describes an
episodic eventuality. If the domain of individuals the direct object denotes
were to be evaluated in the epistemic model of the speaker Mr(speaker),
indicative should not be excluded in the RC, contrary to fact. I claim that the
combination of a FCI and a subjunctive RC signals the introduction of a

different model of evaluation with quantification over possible worlds that are
epistemically accessible to an individual anchor, in this case the subject of the
matrix predicate: this allows the FCI to be interpreted attributively and to be

potentially assigned different referents in each one ofthose worlds. It is a non-
veridical model, significantly. As (3 1) makes clear, those epistemic
altematives are not limited to the future. The individual anchor of this model
differs from the one in Mr(speaker): this is shown in (3a) by the infelicitous
result of adding a parenthetical like 'I think' in the relative that forces
anchoring to the speaker.

(34) *Van felicitar qualsevol voluntari que hagués participat, crec jo, en I'operació de
rescat
AUX.3PL to-congratulate any volunteer that have.SUB.PST.3SG participated
think. 1 SG I in the-operation of rescue
('They congratulated any volunteer that, I think/according to me, had taken part in
the rescue operation.')

Moreover, if there is no salient individual in the context to which the
model can be anchored, the sentence becomes seriously degraded, as in (35).
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(35) a. *Va desaparèixer de sobte qualsevol que s'hagués manifestat contra el

govern
ÀUX.SSC suddenly to-disappear anyone that REFL-have'SUB'PST'3SG

manifested against the government
('Anyone who had (SUB) demonstated against the govemment suddenly

disappeared.')

b. *Va aprovar I'examen qualsevol que hagués subomat el tribunal

AUX.3SG the-exam to-pass anyone that have SUB'PSZJSG bribed the

committee
('Anyone who had (SUB) bribed the committee passed the exam')

This fact has to be interpreted as a consequence ofthe greater diff,rculty one

encounters in accommodating the new model for evaluation introduced by the

modified FCI. Arguably, the presence of a sentient individual in the main

clause that can piovide a possible anchor facilitates accomodation of the

model in question. In a nutshell, the FC description is interpreted de dícto nof

in the epistemic model of the speaker, but rather in the implicit model

anchoreá to the subject of the main predication, hence its reported-speech

flavour.
The identihcation of these examples as real instances of subtrigging, as

opposed to FCI licensed by habituality (see section 3), is conhrmed by the

pässibility of cancelling the presupposition of existence inthe former case but

not in the latter one. The contrast is really sharp: (37) is a possible

continuation for (36) because the domain of individuals of the object

description is not defined in the epistemic model of the speaker, but rather in

the môdel anchored to the referent of the matrix subject; on the other hand,

(39) cannot be a follow up on (38) because there must be relevant individuals

in the past model of evaluation for the sentence to be judged as true'

(36) Va felicitar qualsevol voluntari que hagués participat en l'operació de rescat,. 
.

AUX.3SG to congraîulate any voiunteer that have.SUB.PST.3SG partícipated in the

operation ofrescue
,3/h" 

"ongiutulated 
any volunteer that had (SUB) taken part in the rescue operation,'

(37) però en realitat no hi havia participat cap voluntari'' ^but 
in reality not LOC have.lMPF.3SG participated any volunteer

'but actually no volunteer had taken part.'

(38) Parlava amb qualsevol dona que se li apropés,

talk.IMPF.3SGwithanywomanthatREFLhim/herapproach.SUB.PST.3SG
'S/he talked (IMPERI'ECTIVE) to any woman who approached her/him,'
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(39) # però en realitat no va parlar amb cap dona.
but in reality not talk.PST.3SG with no woman
'# but actually he talked to no woman.'

The lack of existential commitment in cases like (36)-(37) is what led Dayal
(1995b, 1998) to postulate contextual vagueness as a licensing condition not
only for subtrigging cases, but for all instances ofFC any.This position can
no longer be maintained, given the empirical and interpretive distinctions
discussed here.

That cases like (3 1 ) constitute real FC readings is further confirmed by
the legitimate occuffence of subjunctive free relatives in the same
environment, as in (40).

(40) Van felicitar qui hagués participat en I'operació de rescat
AUX.3PL to-congratulate who have.SUB.PST.3SG participated in the-operation of
rescue
'They congratulated whoever had taken part in the rescue operation.'

The legitimacy of the free choice reading of subjunctive free relatives is
expected after the relevant discussion in section 3.r5

Why should unmodifred FC DPs be excluded, though, as in (32)? The
logical answer to this question is that in the absence of overt modality, FCIs
simply do not carry enough descriptive content to motivate the introduction
of an extra model of evaluation. Modihcation by a RC implies that an
individual has to instantiate a property and properties are instantiated or not
in worlds. Enriching the descriptive content of a FC DP with altemative
means improves its status, as in (41), where the addition of a PP modif,ier
gives a much better result than (32) and facilitates the intended FC
interpretation.

(41) Van felicitar qualsevol voluntari amb un historial exemplar
AUX.3PL to-congratulate any volunteer with a record exemplary
'They congratulated any volunteer with an exemplary record.'

It is not accidental, though, that partitive PPs do not 'subtrig' FC, as observed
in(42): they do not contribute a property, but rather a set ofindividuals that

tt For more details on this, see Quer (1998: Chapter 4)
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is dehned in the

de dicto reading.

'6 Ifthe partitive PP can be

again, as with the addition
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epistemic model of the speaker, thus blocking the necessary

(42) *Van donar les gràcies a qualsevol dels donants d'aquest any

AUX.3PL to-gíve the thanl<s to any of the donors of this year

('*They thanked any ofthis year's donors'')

As has become obvious from the discussion, the licensing of this second

kind of subtrigging (from my perspective, fhe only real case of subtrigging)

is linked to factors that are less easy to assess in purely grammatical terms like

imperfective aspectual marking for genericity/habituality and its connection

to conditional iemantics. In any event, the recoverability of an individual

anchor that facilitates the accomodation of a different model of evaluation

remains an element that plays a crucial role in the semantic interpretation of
such utterances (it obviously determines the domain of quantification) and the

presençe of such a model is marked with grammatical means'

5. Conclusions

In this paper I have tried to show that alleged cases of subtrigged FCIs

instantiáte two different ways of licensing that ultimately rely on modality:

(a) by habituality/genericity through a conditional-like interpretation, whgreby

pást'tense .rit1" imperfecrive (morphotogically and interpretively in

Catalan);

(b) by shift to a model of evaluation which is different from the default one of
the speaker: it is a model of epistemic altematives anchored to another

individual and subjunctive necessarily marks model shift in Catalan. It
constirutes real subtrigging by a RC (or by predicative PP modification).

Such interpretive distinctions are not marked overtly in languages like

English, where no perfective/imperfective distinction is realized for the simple

pufi uná no distincì subjunctive morphology is available. This had blurred the

assigned a non-referential interpretation, subtrigging is licensed

ofaãjectives like possib\e 'possible' ot potencial'potential' in

the partitive PP:

(Ð Van donar les gràcies a qualsevol dels donants potencials d'aquest any

AUX.3PL to-give the thanks to any ofthe donors potential ofthis year

'hey thanked any ofthis year's potential donors.'
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empirical map of subtrigging cases so far. Aspect and mood morphology in
Catalan have been shown to draw a clear line between the two sets of cases
that had previously been lumped together under the label of FC subtrigging.
When we disambiguate the relevant English examples, the same behaviour
surfaces.
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